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Summary 

We investigated Y chromosomal binary and STR polymorphisms in 263 unrelated male individuals 

from the Japanese population and further examined the relationships between the two separate types 

of data.  Using 47 biallelic markers, we distinguished 20 haplogroups; four of which, 

D2b1/-022457, O3/-002611*, O3/-LINE1 del, and O3/-021354*, were newly defined in this study.  

Most haplogroups in the Japanese population are found in one of the three major clades, C, D, or O.  

Among these, two major lineages, D2b and O2b, account for 66% of Japanese Y chromosomes.  

Haplotype diversity of binary markers was calculated at 86.3%.  The addition of 16 Y-STR 

markers increased the number of haplotypes to 225, yielding a haplotype diversity of 99.40%.  A 

comparison of binary haplogroups and Y-STR type revealed a close association between certain 

binary haplogroups and Y-STR allelic or conformational differences, such as those at the 

DXYS156Y, DYS390m, DYS392, DYS437, DYS438, and DYS388 loci.  Based on our data on 

the relationships between binary and STR polymorphisms, we estimated the binary haplogroups of 

individuals from STR haplotypes and frequencies of binary haplogroups in other Japanese, Korean, 

and Taiwanese Han populations.  The present data will enable researchers to connect databases 

from binary haplogrouping in anthropological studies and Y-STR typing in forensic studies in East 

Asian populations, especially those in and around Japan. 

 

Introduction 

Y chromosome polymorphisms are of particular interest in human evolutionary studies, forensic 

genetics, and medical genetics (Underhill et al. 2000; YCC, 2002; Mitchell & Hammer, 1996; Gill 

et al. 2001; Jobling & Tyler-Smith, 2000, 2003).  Y chromosomal biallelic markers have been 

studied by several research groups using different markers and nomenclature systems.  To unify  
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this data, in 2002, the Y Chromosome Consortium (YCC) constructed a highly-resolved tree of 

binary haplogroups by genotyping the most published PCR-based markers on a common set of 

samples, which made it possible to compare the data of different studies on Y chromosomal binary 

polymorphisms (YCC, 2002; Jobling & Tyler-Smith, 2003).  Recent studies on the 

non-recombining portion of Y chromosome (NRY) polymorphisms in the human population have 

shown a higher degree of population specificity than has been found using mtDNA or autosomal 

markers (Seielstad et al. 1998), making NRY markers more informative for comparing population 

relationships. 

   Y-STR polymorphisms are widely used in the field of forensic medicine because of their high 

level of diversity, and an enormous amount of Y-STR haplotype data has been accumulated (Y-STR 

Haplotype Reference Database –YHRD; www.ystr.org).  Growth in such population data reflects 

its usefulness and importance for personal identification in this field.   

   Bosch et al. (1999) first described the relationship between Y-STR variability and Y binary 

haplogroups in populations from northwestern Africa and the Iberian Peninsula.  Clarification of 

the relationship between Y chromosome biallelic markers and STR polymorphisms would enable 

mutual use of such data in both the evolutionary and forensic fields of study, and would greatly 

increase the utilitarian value of Y chromosome polymorphisms. 

   This study had two main purposes: to elucidate and enrich our knowledge of binary haplogroups 

in the Japanese population and to investigate 16-STR microsatellites to determine any possible 

relationship that might exist between the two, thus establishing a link between the two separate 

types of data in terms of use. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Samples 

  Genomic DNA was extracted from blood samples from 263 healthy unrelated Japanese male 
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individuals.  Informed consent was obtained from the blood donors.  Fig. 1 shows the areas of 

Japan and number of individuals studied in each prefecture, which also corresponds to their 

birthplace.  Leukocyte preparations from the blood were digested with proteinase K (Sigma) at 

55℃ overnight, followed by treatment with RNAse at 55℃ for 2 hrs.  DNA was extracted with 

phenol/chloroform, precipitated with ethanol, and resuspended in TE buffer (10mM Tris-HCl, 1mM 

EDTA at pH 7.6).           
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Detection of Biallelic Markers 

  PCR primer sequences, amplification product sizes, mutation positions, mutation patterns, 

annealing temperatures, and detection methods for 48 biallelic markers, including five kinds of 

marker quoted from the JSNP database (http://snp.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp), are shown in Appendix 1 

(Hammer & Horai 1995; Underhill et al. 1997; Zerjal et al. 1997; Shinka et al. 1999; Underhill et al. 

2001; Santos et al. 2000; Hammer et al. 2001; Karafet et al. 2002; Haga et al. 2002; Hirakawa et al. 

2002; Zegura et al. 2004).  We first examined 26 markers from the JSNP database.  Among these, 

17 were polymorphic.  However, we found no differences by SSCP gel electrophoresis at the other 
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9 loci.  Among the 17 polymorphic loci, 3 were detected at multiple loci on the Y chromosome, 4 

were not Y-specific when small amplification products were used for PCR amplification, 5 were 

associated with known NRY markers, and the other 5 are presented in this paper.  Although it has 

been reported that these 5 markers were polymorphic in 24 Japanese individuals (Hirakawa et al. 

2002), the relationship between these markers and NRY haplogroups remains to be elucidated.  

IMS-JST021355 and IMS-JST021354 are located at intron 3 of the zinc finger protein (ZFY) gene; 

IMS-JST022457 and IMS-JST022454 are located at intron 3 of the RBMY1A1 gene; and 

IMS-JST002611 is found in BAC clone RP11-105L10 from Y on Yp.  All primer sequences in this 

study other than YAP, SRY465, P36, P39, and LINE1, were newly constructed referring to the 

sequence described by YCC (2002) and the GenBank database. 

   PCR amplification was performed in a 30 μl mixture containing 10 ng genomic DNA, 10 mM 

Tris-HCl at pH 8.3, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.02% gelatin, 200μM dNTP, 400 nM of each 

primer, and 1.5U AmpliTaq Gold (Applied Biosystems).  A 2-step PCR amplification process was 

used: 95℃ for 10 min, followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 95℃ for 50 sec and annealing and 

extension at an appropriate temperature for 105 sec as shown in Appendix 1.  After the 35th cycle, 

a final extension step was performed at annealing and extension temperature for 10 min.  However, 

in the case of LINE1, we used 2 mM MgCl2 and 1.25U AmpliTaq Gold in the amplification mixture 

and applied three-step PCR: 95℃-62℃-72℃ for 30 sec each.  Most of the mutations found in the 

Japanese population were detected by SSCP gel electrophoresis.  SSCP analysis was performed in 

a 17% polyacrylamide gel as described by Fujita & Kiyama (1995), modified so that some of the 

gel contained 5% glycerin; the gel and reservoir buffer were 0.475x TBE and 1x TBE, respectively, 

and a 16 x 36 cm gel of 0.4 cm thickness was used.  Electrophoresis was performed at 55 V/cm 

constant voltage at 17.5℃.  47z was determined by PCR-RFLP, using restriction enzyme StuI 

(Shinka et al. 1999).  Apart from M143, insertion or deletion polymorphisms, such as the YAP, 

M15, M175, LINE1, and M117, were separated by 8% or 12% polyacrylamide gels.  All the 
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products were visualized by silver staining.  Binary polymorphisms not observed in the Japanese 

population were compared by SSCP gel electrophoresis, as well as sequencing of the PCR products. 

 

Detection of STRs 

 Three multiplexes were designed to detect 16 Y-STR polymorphisms (Appendix 2).  Multiplex 

1 included DYS19, DYS3891, DYS3892, DYS393, DYS435, and DYS437.  Multiplex 2 included 

DYS390, DYS391, DYS392, DXYS156Y, and DYS388.  Multiplex 3 included DYS385, DYS434, 

DYS436, DYS438, and DYS439.  All the multiplexes were amplified under identical conditions.  

The reaction mixture contained 200μM dNTPs, 1.5mM MgCl2, 1.5U AmpliTaq Gold and 1-3 ng of 

template DNA in 20μl final volume.  The PCR conditions were as follows: 95℃ for 10 min, 

followed by 30 cycles of denaturation at 95℃ for 30 sec, annealing at 56℃ for 30 sec, extension at 

72℃ for 50 sec, and final extension at 72℃ for 10 min.  Primer sequences, dye-labeled primer 

concentrations, repeat numbers, and allele sizes are shown in Appendix 2 (Kayser et al. 1997; Ayub 

et al. 2000).  For genetic typing, the ABI310 automatic sequencer (Applied Biosystems) and 

GeneScan 2.1 analysis software were used.  The PCR products labeled with FAM and HEX were 

mixed and injected into a single run, using the GS400HDROX size standard.  The PCR products 

labeled with TET were injected with the GS500TAMRA size standard.   

   The present samples included those previously analyzed for 10 Y-STR polymorphisms (Nonaka 

& Minaguchi, 2001).  The primer sequences used in this study to amplify small PCR products for 

the DYS3891, DYS3892, DYS390, DYS391, DYS392, and DYS393 loci and large PCR products 

for the DYS385 locus, annealing temperatures, allele numbers, and allele sizes are also shown in 

Appendix 2.  Two-step PCR was used to amplify these loci.  PCR products were separated by 6% 

denaturing gels and visualized by silver staining. 

   The structural variations at the DYS390, DYS437, and DYS438 loci were analyzed by SSCP 

gel electrophoresis (Fujita & Kiyama, 1995) of the PCR products amplified using the same, but 
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non-labeled, primers as those used for multiplex PCR (Appendix 2).  The 10% gel containing 5% 

glycerin was used for the DYS390 locus, and the 17% gel containing 5% glycerin was used for the 

DYS437 and DYS438 loci.  The conditions for SSCP electrophoresis were the same as those 

described above.  The PCR products were visualized by silver staining.   

 

Sequence Analysis 

   PCR for sequencing was performed using the BigDyeTM Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready 

Reaction Kit (Applied Biosystems).  Excessive dye was removed using DyeEx TM Spin Kit 

(Qiagen).  Sequence analysis was performed on an ABI 310 DNA Sequencer. 

 

Data Analysis 

   To determine binary haplogroups, we referred to the YCC NRY Tree 2003 (Jobling & 

Tyler-Smith, 2003).  In this paper, in order to simplify descriptions, we have used + and - for the 

presence and absence of mutations.  In addition, in designating new lineages, we have not changed 

the original binary haplogroup name used in the YCC NRY Tree 2003, as we did not want to 

confuse the present status of the tree.  Therefore, nomenclature for the new binary haplogroups is 

tentative. 

   Simple haplotype diversity, i.e., the probability of sampling two individuals with different 

haplotypes, was calculated as 1-Σχi
2, where χi is the frequency of the i-th haplotype and n is the 

total number of haplotypes. 

   To measure Y-chromosome STR diversity within haplogroups, we employed  the method 

described by Bosch et al. (1999).   

 

Results and Discussion 
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Evaluation of Methods for Detecting Biallelic Markers 

   The PCR product sizes of biallelic markers P43, YAP, and P36, exceed 500 bp, which is not 

suitable for detecting binary markers from degraded DNA.  However, in this study, we constructed 

primers to make the product sizes of the markers needed to determine the bottommost descendant of 

the YCC tree small enough to obtain amplification products from degraded DNAs in forensic and 

archeological studies.  We first searched for sequences similar to the sequence surrounding the 

mutation position and constructed primers specific to the target sequence.  The final PCR product 

sizes of these markers ranged from 90 bp to 172 bp.  When PCR amplification was performed 

using female DNA as a template, very faint bands were detected in the amplification products at the 

M217, M214, P31, 47z, M88, and M7 loci in different positions to those of the target bands.  Some 

of these faint bands were also amplified from male DNAs, although they did not affect the typing of 

these polymorphisms, either by SSCP or sequencing analysis.  Because of the presence of 

sequences similar to those of the primers for M174 and M125, a comparatively clear band may also 

be amplified from female DNA when using an annealing temperature lower than those shown in 

Appendix 1.  However, these bands were clearly distinguishable from the target bands in SSCP gel 

electrophoresis.  The nucleotide sequences of all of the PCR products for the samples, with and 

without mutations, were confirmed by sequencing.  These results showed that typing using the 

present primer pairs was reproducible and reliable.   

 

Binary Haplogroups in the Japanese Population 

   Our first goal was to elucidate Y chromosomal binary haplogroups in the Japanese population 

referring to the YCC NRY Tree 2003 (Jobling & Tyler-Smith, 2003).  We first examined 165 

individuals to prepare a template for the bottommost haplogroup in the Japanese population, 

including the markers quoted from the JSNP database.  The results of our analysis are shown in 

Appendix 3, and the process of defining the binary haplogroups is summarized in Table 1.  We 
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examined biallelic markers YAP, IMS-JST022457 (022457), M9, SRY465, IMS-JST022454 

(022454), and 47z in 165 individuals.  However, because the 022454 mutation was completely 

associated with the SRY465 mutation (Appendix 3), all the individuals were divided into six groups 

using five kinds of biallelic marker: (1) YAP-/M9-, (2) YAP+/022457-, (3) YAP+/022457+, (4) 

M9+/SRY465+/47z-, (5) M9+/SRY465+/47z+, and (6) M9+/SRY465-.  To determine the 

bottommost haplogroups corresponding to those of the YCC NRY tree and the relationship between 

these haplogroups and the new markers, we used hierarchical genotyping strategy (Underhill et al. 

2001; Hammer et al. 2001).  We essentially genotyped samples targeting at least those markers 

necessary to determine the bottom branch of the NRY tree.   

[Table 1] 

   Among the six samples classified by YAP-/M9- (group 1), two were M105+, while the other 

four were M217+/M93-/P39-/M48-/M77-/M86-, showing that these belonged to the C1 and C3* 

haplogroups, respectively.  The 34 YAP+/022457+ (group 3) individuals were M116a+/M125+, 

suggesting that this lineage belonged to D2b1.  Two of the 32 YAP+/022457- samples (group 2) 

were also M116a+/M125+, corresponding to D2b1.  Therefore, D2b1 was split into two 

haplogroups: M125+/022457+, designated D2b1/-022457, and M125+/022457-, designated 

D2b1/-M125*.  Among the remaining 30 samples classified by YAP+/022457-, one sample was 

M15+, 12 were M55+/M116a-, and 17 were M116a+/M125-/M151-, which corresponded to the D1, 

D2a, and D2b* haplogroups, respectively.  We also examined a new biallelic marker, 

IMS-JST021355.  This mutation was completely associated with the YAP mutation (DE lineage) in 

the 118 samples investigated.  It was also associated with the M174 mutation (D lineage), but not 

with the SRY4064 mutation (E lineage)(Appendix 3).  Therefore we assigned this mutation to the 

same position as the M174 mutation (Fig. 2).  

   In the three groups classified by M9+, 12 M9+/SRY465+/47z- samples (group 4) could be 

assigned to O2b*, and 43 M9+/SRY465+/47z+ samples (group 5) could be assigned to O2b1.  In 
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the remaining 38 samples of M9+/SRY465- (group 6), M175 was determined in all samples.  

Among these, 35 samples were M175+ and three samples were M175-.  One of the three M175- 

samples (ST263 in Appendix 3) was M214-/M175-, suggesting that it did not belong in haplogroup 

O.  This sample was M74+/P36+/M120+, showing that it belonged in haplogoup Q1.  Because 

the other two (OS118 and AT119 in Appendix 3) were M9+/M214＋/M175-, they were considered 

to belong to macrohaplogroup N.  However, these two samples did not share the M128, P43, or Tat 

mutations, and, as sequence information on LLY22g was not available, we classified them into the 

N/0 (xM175, xM128, xP53, xTat) haplogroup.  The 35 M175+ samples were classified into 3 

lineages, O1, O2, and O3, by the M119, P31, and M122 mutations, respectively.  The 5 M119+ 

samples were M110-/M50-, showing that these belonged to O1*.  The 2 P31+ samples were 

M95+/M88-, showing that these belonged to O2a* (Fig. 2).  When 28 samples of M122+ (O3) 

were divided into two groups by the 021354 mutation, the M122+/021354- samples were further 

classified into 3 groups by the mutations 002611 and LINE1: LINE1-/002611-, LINE1+/002611+, 

and LINE1-/002611+.  Because the LINE-/002611- sample did not share the M121, M164, M7, 

M159, or M134 mutations (Fig. 2), it was classified into O3*.  Although the genotypes of the other 

groups, LINE1+/002611+ and LINE1-/002611+, suggested that the 002611 mutation occurred 

earlier than the LINE1 mutation, after increasing sample size, we found a controversial sample with 

LINE1+/002611- (TK221 in Appendix 3).  This suggests that recurrent or back mutation occurred 

in 002611 or LINE1.  Because the 002611 mutation was a point mutation, a recurrent or back 

mutation would be very unlikely.  In contrast, it was reported that the LINE1 element was found 

integrated into the repetitive alphoid satellite array (Santos et al. 2000), which is known to undergo 

frequent expansion/contraction.  Therefore, it is more likely that deletion occurred at the LINE1 

locus.  We found two more individuals with LINE1+/002611- in the Japanese population, and 

seven more samples in the Malay population later on.  Therefore, we believe that the LINE1 

insertion occurred as the earliest event (producing LINE1+/002611-=O3c*), followed by the 
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002611 mutation (producing LINE1+/002611+=O3/-002611*), with LINE1 finally being deleted 

(producing LINE1-/002611+=03/LINE1 del).  Because all of these samples were M159-, the 

position where M159 split could not be determined in our samples.  The M122+/021354+ samples 

contained the M134+ samples, but 021354+/M134- samples were also found, which showed that 

the 021354 mutation occurred before the M134 mutation.  Therefore, the haplogroup of the 

021354+/M134- samples was designated O3/-021354*. 

   We first established 20 binary haplogroups in 166 Japanese individuals.  Then, we further 

determined an additional 97 individuals, and each of these individuals belonged to one of the 20 

lineages described above (Appendix 3).  The distribution and frequency of each haplogroup are 

summarized in Fig. 2.  Among 263 combined samples, the frequencies of the D2, O2b, and O3 

lineages were 38.8%, 33.5%, and 16.8%, respectively, which constituted approximately 90% of the 

Japanese population.  Haplogroup diversity for the binary polymorphisms was calculated to be 

86.3%. 
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Determination of Y-STR Types and Relationship between Binary Haplogroups 

Y-STR Polymorphisms 

   Next, we set out to determine Y-STR types.  Although some of the present samples had already 

been typed for 10 Y-STR loci (DYS19, DYS3891, DYS3892, DYS390, DYS391, DYS392, 

DYS393, DYS385, DYS388, and DXYS156Y) (Nonaka & Minaguchi, 2001), six additional loci 

(DYS434, DYS435, DYS436, DYS437, DYS438, and DYS439) were further typed in the samples 

in this study, and the total number of samples was increased.  We further examined conformational 

polymorphisms at 3 loci, DYS390, DYS437, and DYS438 (Appendix 4).  These results were 

compared with binary haplogroups. 

   The allelic frequencies and gene diversities of the 16 Y-STR polymorphisms determined based 

on size variation in 263 individuals are shown in Appendix 5.  The total number of STR 

haplotypes was 223, 203 of which were seen in only one individual each.  The most frequent STR 

haplotype was observed in 3.04% of the population.  Two kinds of STR haplotype were found in 

both the O2b* and O2b haplogroups.  Therefore, when both types of information were combined, 
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the total number of haplotypes was 225, and haplotype diversity was calculated to be 99.40% 

(Appendix 4). 

 

Conformational Polymorphisms of Y-STRs and Binary Haplogroups 

  The consensus repeat structure of the DYS390 locus is reported to be (CTAT)2(CTGT)m(CTAT)n 

(CTAT)p(CTGT)q (Forster et al. 2000).  When we sequenced a total of 100 genes at the DYS390 

locus and further compared them by SSCP gel electrophoresis, differences in repeat structure were 

completely associated with differences in SSCP gel pattern.  Therefore, the typing of the remaining 

163 samples was performed by SSCP gel electrophoresis (data not shown).  Six kinds of allele, 

22-27, could be classified into a total of 11 types, depending on the combination of the number of 

repeats of “m” and “n” (Appendix 4), but no samples were found with differences in the numbers of 

p or q in the Japanese population.  Determination of conformational polymorphisms increased the 

gene diversity value of the DYS390 locus from 75.8% to 80.3%.  The repeat number of the 

DYS390m segment was completely associated with certain binary haplogroups, except for one 

sample in C3* (KG7) (Appendix 6).   

   The consensus repeat structure of the DYS437 locus is reported to be 

(TCTA)m(TCTG)2(TCTA)4, and differences in the number of “m” reflect differences in alleles 

(Gusmao et al. 2001, 2002).  While determining the sequence of allelic products, two types of 

structural variation, (TCTA)m(TCTG)2(TCTA)4 and (TCTA)m(TCTG)1(TCTA)4, were found in the 

Japanese population.  These types could be discriminated by SSCP gel electrophoresis (data not 

shown), allowing 198 samples to be examined by this method.  Both types of structural variation 

were observed in alleles 14 and 15, respectively (Appendix 4).  In contrast to the common repeat 

structure of (TCTA)m(TCTG)2(TCTA)4, the (TCTA)m(TCTG)1(TCTA)4 type was found in all of the 

samples in the O3 lineage, except in two samples which were classified into the O3* haplogroup.   

Although the relationships between this variation and the markers for O3a, O3b, and O3d (M121, 
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M164, and M7) are not known, it is evident that (TCTA)m(TCTG)1(TCTA)4 diverged before the 

LINE1 and 021354 mutations.   

   The consensus repeat structure of the DYS438 locus is reported to be 

(TTTTC)1(TTTTA)0-1(TTTTC)m (Gusmao et al. 2001).  It is also reported that the 

(TTTTC)1(TTTTA)1(TTTTC)8 structure is present in the Chinese population (Hou et al. 2001).  

We compared 137 samples at the DYS438 locus by SSCP gel electrophoresis (data not shown).  

The structural variation with the repeat structure (TTTTC)1(TTTTA)1(TTTTC)8 was observed in six 

(NG9, NN10, CB11, HO12, IR13, IK14) of the eight samples in haplogroup C3* (Appendix 4).  

The Y-STR haplotypes of the other two samples (KG7, CB8) differed from those of these six 

samples in the informative loci used to estimate binary haplogroups from STR type, as described 

below.  One (KG7) differed in the repeat number of the DYS390m segment, and in the allelic 

combination of DYS385; the other (CB8) differed in the allele of DYS392, and the allelic 

combination of DYS385.  We have already found two kinds of SNPs: One can discriminate these 

two samples and the six (TTTTC)(TTTTA)(TTTTC)8 samples, and the other can further 

discriminate these two samples (unpublished observation).  The sequence surrounding these SNPs, 

however, has multiple counterparts in the human genome database, all of which remains to be 

discriminated.  These results suggest that individuals with the (TTTTC)(TTTTA)(TTTTC)8 repeat 

constitute a different clade in the C3* haplogroup.   

    As described above, certain structural variations at STR loci offer fairly stable markers for 

phylogenetic comparison.   

 

Size Variation in Y-STR Polymorphisms and Binary Haplogroups 

   As part of our second goal, we investigated potential relationships between size variation in 

Y-STR type and binary haplogroup in the Japanese population.  When Y-STR types were 

compared within the same binary haplogroups, most of the haplotypes shared similar combinations 
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in the informative loci used to estimate binary haplogroups, as described below.  However, 

individuals with different characteristics were also found.  Six individuals in D2a (TK26, OY27, 

KG28, IR29, CB30, HG31) had different types at the DYS438 and DYS388 loci from the other 

samples in D2a, and one individual in O2b* (KN152) had a unique combination of DYS19, 

DYS3892, DYS390n, DYS436, and DYS438.  The SNP which associated with the 

(TTTTC)(TTTTA)(TTTTC)8 samples in the C3* haplogroup was also completely associated with 

the difference between these six individuals and the others in the D2a haplogroup.  In addition, we 

found a SNP on Y chromosome in the other O2b* sample, although we cannot be sure whether it is 

an NRY polymorphism at this point (unpublished observation).  Although appropriate biallelic 

markers that can define these types have yet to be established, these samples seem to constitute a 

different haplogroup from the common D2a or O2b* haplogroups.  Therefore, we assigned new 

provisional haplogroup names for these six samples in D2a and one sample in O2b*, designating 

these as D2an (new) and O2b*n, respectively, (Appendix 4) and compared the relationships between 

STR type and binary haplogroup as described below.   

    We first compared diversity of STR haplotypes within and among binary haplogroups.  Table 

2 shows several parameters of STR diversity for haplogroups in the Japanese population.  We 

compared haplogroups with a sample size of more than 3.  O2b1 was the least diverse, and C3* 

and O3/-021354* were the most diverse haplogroups, as shown by average gene diversity, average 

number of loci with different alleles, and average difference in total repeat size.  It is possible that 

these haplogroups with high diversity value contain old lineages with heterogenous STR-haplotypes.  

Although the most suitable biallelic marker has yet to be found, haplogroup C3* may contain 3 

haplogroups, as mentioned above.  Two samples (EH241 and TK242) in the O3/-021354* 

haplogroup, which differed in the allele sizes of DYS393, DYS434 and DYS385 combination, may 

constitute a different haplogroup, as we have already found a SNP in these samples (unpublished 

observation), although it remains to be established whether it is an NRY marker.  The average 
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difference in total repeat size was also compared among different haplogroups (Table 3).  The 

largest total repeat size difference within haplogroups was 11.57, found in the C3* haplogroup.  

Smaller corresponding values than this among haplogroups were obtained in each pair among D2a, 

D2an, D2b*, and D2b/-022457, between O2b* and O2b1, and in each pair among O3/-002611, 

O3/-LINE1 del, and O3/-021354.  The value between O2b* and O2b1 (6.25) was the smallest 

among haplogroups, and was smaller than several values obtained within haplogroups.  This 

suggests that divergence between O2b* and O2b1 was more recent than the divergence of STRs 

within these haplogroups.  Average values in difference in total repeat size among haplogroups are 

expected to correlate with the divergent pattern of the binary NRY tree (Bosch et al. 1999).  

Although larger values were obtained between distant haplogroups than close ones, exceptions were 

also found.  The value between O1* and O3e* was the smallest among those values between O1* 

and the other haplogroups.  This was probably because of the similarity of the allele combination 

at the highly diverse DYS385 locus. 

[Table 2, Table 3] 

 

Estimation of Binary Haplogroups from Y-STR Haplotypes 

   Next, we tried to estimate binary haplogroups from STR haplotypes based on size difference, 

and further calculated frequency of binary haplogroups in other Japanese and nearby populations 

using STR haplotype data.  In order to estimate binary haplogroups from STR haplotypes, we 

compiled data on distribution of allele frequency in individual haplogroups at each STR locus.  

The relationships between the STR alleles at the DXYS156Y, DYS390m, DYS392, DYS438, 

DYS388, DYS393, DYS434 DYS435 DYS437, DYS3891, DYS390, DYS19, DYS3892, DYS391, 

and DYS439 loci, and the binary haplogroups in this study are summarized in Appendix 6.  Allelic 

variation at each locus showed striking differences among haplogroups.  Some haplogroups 

displayed several alleles, while, in others, the number of alleles was highly restricted.  Such alleles 
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which differ from the common alleles at a particular STR locus are highly informative for 

estimating corresponding haplogroups from STR databases.  The two STR loci, DXYS156Y and 

DYS392, were very informative in discriminating the deep node of the Japanese haplogroups (C/D 

and O).  Other informative loci for screening and estimating particular haplogroups can be found 

in Appendix 6.  Information about the DYS385 locus is also useful in estimating binary 

haplogroups, as the allelic combination of this locus shows distinct tendencies within each 

haplogroup.  However, this locus has a high gene diversity value (Kayser et al. 2000), and the 

combination of the alleles is not restricted to a single type of combination in each haplogroup.  

Therefore, they are not shown in Appendix 6.  These results were used as a reference for 

estimating binary haplogroups from STR haplotypes.   

    We used STR haplotype data in other Japanese populations from the Northern, Central and 

Southern areas of Japan, the Korean population, and the Han population in Taiwan.  We selected 

databases composed of as many STR loci as possible, as well as those including the DXYS156Y or 

DYS392 loci.  The 200 samples from Asahikawa, a city situated in the central part of Hokkaido, 

the most northern island of Japan (Fig. 1) (Sasaki & Dehiya, 2000), were composed of 8 loci 

(DYS19-388-3891-3892-390-391-392-393); 207 from Nagoya, a city situated in Aichi Prefecture, 

and 87 from Okinawa, a southern island of Japan (Fig. 1) (Uchihi et al. 2003), were composed of 12 

loci (DYS19-385-3892-390-391-392-393-435-436-437-438-439); 316 from Korea were composed 

of 10 loci (DXYS156Y-DYS19-385-388-3891-3892-390-391-392-393) (Shin et al. 2001); and 183 

from Taiwanese Han were composed of 9 loci (DYS19-385-388-3891-3892-390-391-392-393) 

(Tsai et al. 2001).  In order to estimate binary haplogroups from STR haplotypes, each database 

was first classified by DXYS156Y or DYS392, which are useful for discriminating 

macrohaplogroups.  Then, the most similar STR haplotype to each sample was searched from the 

control database established in this study in consideration of other characteristic relationships 

between STR and binary haplogroups, as shown in Appendix 6.  When the haplotype in question 
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differed in one repeat from the corresponding haplotype, we considered the sample to be a one-step 

neighbor to the corresponding haplotype.  By doing such, we determined the distance in steps from 

the most similar haplotypes to each sample in the database.  However, some samples were equally 

distant from more than two kinds of haplogroup. 

   The finding that binary haplogroups retain characteristic STR haplotypes suggests that we can 

estimate corresponding haplogroups from STR haplotypes.  In this study, after establishment of 

binary haplogroups in 165 samples from the Japanese population, we further examined 98 samples.  

All but one sample (O3c*) corresponded to one of the established haplogroups.  The results 

indicate that in estimating binary haplogroups from STR haplotypes in the Japanese population, we 

can assign all haplotypes to one of the present haplogroups.  If the database does not contain 

similar haplotypes to a given sample in the corresponding haplogroup, the number of steps at which 

it differs may greatly increase.  For example, if the haplotype of CB8 in the C3* haplogroup 

(Appendix 4) was not included in our database, and if this haplotype were found as a new one, it 

would differ from the other haplotypes in C3* at a minimum of 11 steps.  Therefore, under the 

current method of estimating haplogroups, increasing the number of haplotypes in the control 

database might decrease the distance of differences from the control haplotype and chances of 

wrongly assigning a haplotype to a haplogroup.  However, some haplotypes may be judged to be 

equally distant from two closely related haplogroups, no matter how much the control database 

increases. 

   In order to assign a STR haplotype to the most suitable haplogroup, it is necessary to determine 

cut-off values.  It is not appropriate, in a sense, to uniformly apply the same cut-off value to all 

populations in this study, as the number and kinds of loci used to construct haplotypes differed in 

the population database.  However, because differences in number of steps from the control 

database may vary due to scarcity of data or diversity of loci in a haplogroup, it is difficult to 

establish an ideal cut-off size for each population to obtain suitable results.  When assignment of a 
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haplogroup was limited to within 4 steps, the frequencies of the samples to which haplogroup could 

not be assigned were 18.9%, 12.1% 12.6%, 25.9%, and 25.7% for the populations in Asahikawa, 

Nagoya, Okinawa, Korea and Taiwan, respectively.  The numbers of samples that could not be 

assigned decreased by increasing cut- off size.  By fixing the cut-off size to 7, only 0.5%, 1.9%, 

1.2%, 3.8%, and 2.2% for each population could not be assigned.    Because almost all the 

Japanese samples could be assigned to one of the present haplogroups, we provisionally used the 

same standard of a 7-step cut-off in this study.  When the most similar haplotype differed within 

more than 8 steps, we concluded that no corresponding haplogroup was found.    

   In order to establish the accuracy of this method of prediction, we further determined STR 

haplotypes in a new dataset of 79 individuals from the Japanese population, predicted binary 

haplogroups, and compared the results determined by biallelic markers.  In 71 samples (89.9%), 

the binary haplogroup determined coincided with a single predicted haplogroup.  In 4 samples 

(5.1%), haplotype was equally distant from two kinds of closely related haplogroup.  However, 

when the characteristics of association between haplogroup and allele size of STR were considered, 

all of these samples shared the characteristics of the inherent haplogroups shown in Appendix 6.  

In the remaining 4 samples (5.1%), the predicted haplogroups were closer to different haplogroups 

than the inherent ones.  These samples shared the characteristic allele types of the inherent 

haplogroups, but bore slightly different haplotypes to those found in our control database.  The 

haplotype of the sample belonging to O3c*, in particular, differed considerably from our control 

haplotype (there was only one sample in our database).  The main reason these samples could not 

be assigned properly was the lack of control haplotypes in our database.  Finally, using the present 

database, we could successfully predict binary haplogroups from STR haplotypes in 95% of the 

samples.  Therefore, prediction of binary haplogroup from STR haplotype was fairly reliable.   

[Table 4] 

   In calculating frequencies for binary haplogroups, some samples differed within the same 
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number of steps from 2 or 3 different haplogroups.  Among 195 haplotypes from Asahikawa, 

19.5% of the samples were equally distant from two (14.9%) or three (4.6%) haplogroups.  In 

other populations from Nagoya, Okinawa, Korea, and Taiwan, 7.7%, 5.1%, 4.1%, and 8.6% of 183, 

78, 295, and 162 haplotypes, respectively, were equally distant from two of the haplogroups.  In 

these cases, a frequency of 1/2 or 1/3 was assigned to each haplogroup.  The results of the final 

estimated frequencies for these binary haplogroups are shown in Table 4.  In order to evaluate 

these estimated frequencies obtained from the Korean and Taiwanese Han populations, we 

compared them with the binary haplogroup frequencies reported by Karafet et al. (2001) and Jin et 

al. (2003).  The estimated frequencies of the LINE1+ haplogroups (O3c* + O3/-002611) obtained 

in this study were 0.9% for Korean and 10.4% for Taiwanese.  These were considerably lower than 

the frequencies reported by Karafet et al. (2001) and Jin et al. (2003), at 9.5% and 12.5%, for 

Korean, respectively, and 26.8% for Taiwanese Han (Karafet et al. 2001).  In contrast, the 

estimated frequencies for O3/-LINE1 del were very high in both populations at 6.2% for Korean 

and 11.7% for Taiwanese.  If the frequencies for O3/-LINE1 del were combined with the LINE1+ 

haplogroup in both populations, the combined frequencies at 7.1% for Korean and 22.1% for 

Taiwanese, were very similar to those of the LINE1+ haplogroups in those reports.  Because the 

STR haplotypes of O3c, O3/-002611, and O3/-LINE1 del were similar, these results are not 

controversial, assuming that the LINE1 deletion has not occurred in the Korean and Taiwanese Han 

populations.  Because the frequency of LINE1+ in the Japanese population was very low (1.5%), it 

is possible that back mutation of the LINE1 deletion occurred near Japan, and that this haplogroup 

is fairly restricted to the Japanese population.  The frequencies of O3* in Korean and Taiwanese 

Han reported by Karafet et al. (2001), at 10.8% for Korean and 8.5% for Taiwanese, were higher 

than those found in our study, at 0.3% for Korean and 1.5% for Taiwanese.  However, when the 

estimated frequencies for the O3/-021354* haplogroup were assigned to those for O3* in our study, 

the combined frequencies for O3* in both populations, at 10.1% for Korean and 7.4% for 
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Taiwanese, were very close to those reported by Karafet et al. (2001).  Because the 021354* 

mutation occurred earlier than the M134 mutation, this mutation may be present in other East Asian 

populations.  In our analysis of Korean data, the frequency of O2b* was higher than that of O2b1, 

which is consistent with the results obtained by Karafet et al. (2001) and Jin et al. (2003).  

However, the estimated frequency of O2b1 against O2b* in the Korean population in this study, at 

17.2% for O2b* and 12% for O2b1, was relatively higher than their frequencies, at 32.4% and 4.1% 

for O2b* and O2b1, respectively, by Karafet et al. (2001) and 13.8% and 5.6% for O2b* and O2b1, 

respectively, by Jin et al. (2003).  This was probably due to differences within the Korean 

population, because the number of samples differing within the same steps from O2b* or O2b1 in 

our analysis was only 8 out of the 96 samples classified into the O2b lineage, and the proper 

assignment of those 8 samples to O2b* or O2b1 would not make much difference to our estimated 

frequencies for the O2b* and O2b1 haplogroup in the Korean population.  In the analysis of the 

Taiwanese Han population, the estimated frequency of O1* (22.4%) was relatively higher than that 

reported by Karafet et al. (2001) (11%).  This was probably due to differences within the 

Taiwanese population, because the haplotypes of the samples estimated to be O1* in this study 

shared similar characteristics with regard to combination of STR types.  However, because 

haplogroup O2* is not found in the Japanese population, and because this haplogroup has been 

found in 7.3% Taiwanese Han population (Karafet et al. (2001)), the possibility remains that the 

individuals in haplogroup O2* share a very similar combination of STR haplotypes to those of O1*, 

and they were, therefore, included in haplogroup O1*. 

   As described above, estimation of binary haplogroups from STR haplotypes in the Japanese 

population was highly reproducible, and estimated frequencies of binary haplogroups from STR 

haplotypes in Korean and Taiwanese Han populations showed reasonable values.     

 

    In the present study, we elucidated the phylogeny of Y-chromosomal binary haplogroups in the 
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Japanese population, including four new lineages, established a database connecting two types of 

data, binary polymorphisms and STR haplotypes, and estimated banary haplogroups from STR 

haplotype data.  Using the present database, we can estimate and determine the very bottom binary 

haplogroup, without analyzing many biallelic markers from samples whose STR haplotype has been 

already determined.  In addition, we can introduce STR haplotype data for comparison of binary 

haplogroup using estimated frequencies.  The present data will enable researchers to connect 

databases from binary haplogrouping in anthropological studies and Y-STR typing in forensic 

studies in East Asian populations, especially those in and around Japan. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1    Geographic location (prefecture) and number (in parentheses) of Japanese samples 

presented in this study.  Prefectures were divided into six regional groups according to geography.  

Abbreviations for prefectures in Appendix 4 are HO: Hokkaido; AM: Aomori; AT: Akita; YGA; 

Yamagata; MG: Miyagi; FS: Fukushima; TG: Tochigi; IR: Ibaraki; NG: Niigata; GM: Gunma; ST: 

Saitama; TK: Tokyo; CB: Chiba; KN: Kanagawa; NN: Nagano; SO: Shizuoka; AC: Aichi; TY: 

Toyama; IK: Ishikawa; GF: Gifu; ME: Mie; KT: Kyoto; NR: Nara; WK: Wakayama; HG: Hyogo; 

OY: Okayama; HS: Hiroshima; TT: Tottori; YGU: Yamaguchi; KG: Kagawa; EH: Ehime; FO: 

Fukuoka; OI: Ohita; and KM: Kumamoto; respectively. 

 

Figure 2   Evolutionary tree based on YCC NRY Tree 2003 showing relationships and 

frequencies among 20 Y chromosomal binary haplogroups observed in Japanese population.  In 

names by lineage, original states corresponding to YCC tree are shown in parentheses for new 

lineages.  

 

 

 

 

 



Table 1  Summary of analysis of biallelic markers indispensable in determining bottommost haplogroups in 165 samples.
Name by lineage Original No. of M105 M217 M93 P39 M48 M77 M86 YAP M15 M55 M116a M125 M151 022457 M9 M214 M175 M119 M101

state samples C1 C3 C3a C3b C3c C3c C3c DE D1 D2 D2b D2b1 D2b2 D2b1 K→ NO O O1 O1a
C1 2 T(+) A(-) (-) C(-) C(-)
C3* 4 C(+) C(-) G(-) A(-) C(-) T(-) (-) C(-) C(-)
D1 1 (+) (+) C(-) C(-)
D2a 12 (+) C(+) A(-) C(-) C(-)
D2b* 17 (+) T(+) T(-) G(-) C(-) C(-)
D2b1/-M125* D2b1* 2 (+) T(+) C(+) C(-) C(-)
D2b1/-022457 D2b1* 34 (+) T(+) C(+) G(+) C(-)
N/O(xM175, M128, P43, Tat) N* 2 (-) C(-) G(+) C(+) (-)
O1* 5 (-) C(-) G(+) (+) C(+) C(-)
O2a* 2 (-) C(-) G(+) (+)
O2b* 12 (-) C(-) G(+)
O2b1 43 (-) C(-) G(+)
O3*b 1 (-) C(-) G(+) (+)
O3c*a (1)a

O3/-002611* O3c 2 (-) C(-) G(+) (+)
O3/-LINE1 del O3* 5 (-) C(-) G(+) (+)
O3/-021354* O3* 6 (-) C(-) G(+) (+)
O3e* 6 (-) C(-) G(+) (+)
O3e1* 8 (-) C(-) G(+) (+)
Q1 1 (-) C(-) G(+) T(-) (-)
total 165

Name by lineage M50 P31 M95 M88 SRY+465 22454 47z M122 M121 M164 LINE1 002611 021354 M159 M7 M134 M117 M162 M120

O1b O2 O2a
O2a

1
O2b O2b

O2b
1

O3 O3a O3b O3c O3 O3 O3c O3d O3e
O3e1

a
O3e1

a1
Q1

C1 C(-) T(-) G(-)
C3* C(-) T(-) G(-)
D1 C(-) T(-) G(-)
D2a C(-) T(-) G(-)
D2b* C(-) T(-) G(-)
D2b1/-M125* C(-) T(-) G(-)
D2b1/-022457 C(-) T(-) G(-)
N/O(xM175, M128, P43, Tat) C(-) T(-) G(-)
O1* T(-) C(-) T(-) G(-)
O2a* C(+) T(+) A(-) C(-) T(-) G(-)
O2b* T(+) G(+) G(-)
O2b1 T(+) G(+) C(+)
O3*b C(-) T(-) G(-) C(+) (-) T(-) (-) C(-) T(-) A(-) C(-) (-)
O3c*a C(-) T(-) G(-) C(+) (+) C(-) T(-)
O3/-002611* C(-) T(-) G(-) C(+) (+) T(+) T(-)
O3/-LINE1 del C(-) T(-) G(-) C(+) (-) T(+) T(-)
O3/-021354* C(-) T(-) G(-) C(+) C(+) (-)
O3e* C(-) T(-) G(-) C(+) C(+) delG(+) (-) C(-)
O3e1* C(-) T(-) G(-) C(+) C(+) delG(+) (+) C(-)
Q1 C(-) T(-) G(-) C(+)
total
Note: Markers of YAP, 022457, M9, SRY465, 022454, and 47z were examined in all samples and samples were divided
 into six groups using five kinds of biallelic marker: (1) YAP-/M9- (C1, C3*), (2) YAP+/022457- (D1,D2a, D2b*,
 D2b1/M125*), (3) YAP+/022457+ (D2b1/-022457),  (4) M9+/SRY465+/47z- (O2b*), (5) M9+/SRY465+/47z+ (O2b1),
 and (6) M9+/SRY465 (N/O, O1*, O2a*, O3*, O3c*, O3/-002611*, O3/-LINE1 del, O3/-021354*, O3e*, O3e1*, Q1).  
a  Sample in haplogroup O3c* was not included in original 165 samples; only types determined are shown.



Table 2  Parameters of STR diversity within haplogroups in Japanese population. Only
haplogroups with more than 3 samples are shown.
Haplogroup No. No.HNo.P HD     GD ALDA ACDA
C1    6 6 10 0.83 0.20 ± 0.19   4.13 ±  1.96  5.13 ± 1.96
C3*    8 8 11 0.88 0.33 ± 0.28   6.43 ±  1.59 11.57 ± 4.45
D2a    10 9 12 0.88 0.30 ± 0.24   5.67 ±  2.16    7.84 ± 3.65
D2a(D2an)    6 6 8 0.83 0.24 ± 0.27   4.80 ±  1.47    5.73 ± 1.84
D2b*  30 28 16 0.96 0.31 ± 0.24   5.51 ±  1.92    7.66 ± 3.10
D2b1/-022457   54 44 12 0.97 0.21 ± 0.20   3.57 ±  1.57    4.52 ± 2.20
O1*    9 7 8 0.81 0.18 ± 0.23   3.53 ±  1.62    4.61 ± 2.26
O2b*   21 18 14 0.93 0.24 ± 0.22   4.32 ±  1.67    5.11 ± 2.19
O2b1   66 47 12 0.96 0.18 ± 0.22   3.08 ±  1.36    3.96 ± 2.15
O3/-002611*    3 3 9 0.67 0.26 ± 0.26   6.67 ±  2.62    8.00 ± 3.56
O3/-LINE1del    7 7 11 0.86 0.28 ± 0.26   5.62 ±  2.10    7.62 ± 2.98
O3/-021354*   11 11 15 0.91 0.39 ± 0.25   7.20 ±  2.24 10.47 ± 3.93
O3e*    9 8 11 0.86 0.27 ± 0.25  5.17 ±  1.34   7.56 ± 2.30
O3e1*   11 11 10 0.91 0.26 ± 0.26   4.84 ±  2.40    6.15 ± 3.37
No.: Number of samples
No.H: Number of different STR haplotypes
No.P: Number of loci found to be variable in size within each haplogroup 
HD: Haplotype diversity 
GD: Average gene diversity at each locus within each haplogroup
ALDA: Average number of loci with different alleles in pairwise comparison within each 
            haplogroup
ACDA: Average cumulative number of differences in repeat size in pairwise comparison 
            within each haplogroup 
Note: Allele type of DYS385 was treated as two different loci with larger and smaller sizes 
          respectively in this calculation.  



Table 3   Average cumulative number of differences in repeat size in pairwise comparison within each haplogroup
Haplogroups C1 C3* D2a (D2an)D2b* 022457 O1* O2b* O2b1 002611* LINE1 del021354* O3e* O3e1*
C1 5.53
C3* 15.6 11.57
D2a 14.9016.627.84
D2a(D2an) 13.1 14.5811.375.73
D2b* 13.2813.9311.3111.37 7.66
D2b1/-022457 14.2 15.239.81 8.30 8.39 4.52
O1* 15.9 17.6717.4819.30 17.6318.40 4.61
O2b* 21.1 17.4616.3817.48 18.3217.83 16.915.11
O2b1 19.2 18.7616.5917.81 19.2718.81 18.746.25 3.96
O3/-002611* 20.9 19.4217.3016.00 16.8415.81 15.8514.73 15.67 8.00
O3/-LINE1 del 20.3 20.2917.7016.62 17.5116.90 16.5416.48 17.30 7.33 7.62
O3/-021354* 23.7 23.2320.9219.79 20.3620.24 19.7720.03 20.45 10.76 10.92 10.47
O3e* 17.3 19.1116.3718.70 17.6618.26 12.2517.22 19.19 13.63 14.92 16.07 7.56
O3e1* 23.9 26.8621.6824.88 23.3224.58 19.3819.77 21.33 16.45 16.35 17.04 16.27 6.15
Note: Average differences in total repeat size within haplogroup are also indicated by underlined numbers.



Table 4  Freqencies of binary haplogroups (%) estimated from Y-STR haplotypes.  (Frequencies of
Kanto and wetern Japan were calculated from present data after selecting corresponding samples.)
Haplogroup Asahikawa Kanto NagoyaWestern JapanOkinawa Korea Taiwan

Total sample no. 201 137 207 97 87 317 183
C1 0 1.5 4.8 3.1 8 0.3 0.3
C3* 4.8 2.2 1.4 4.1 2.3 8.8 6
D1 3.2 0 0 0 0 0.3 0
D2a 8.9 8 4.8 5.2 2.3 0.6 0
D2b* 35.4 13.1 8.9 8.2 16.7 2.2 0.3
D2b1/-M125* 1.7 1.5 1 0 1.2 0 0
D2b1/-022457 17.6 25.5 19.6 13.4 20.1 0.9 0

Total of D2 63.6 48.1 34.3 26.8 40.3 3.7 0.3
N/O 0 0 0.7 1 2.3 3.5 1.1
O1* 0.5 2.2 2.9 4.1 1.2 4.1 22.4
O2a* 3.1 0 0 1 1.2 1.1 6.3
O2b* 5.6 6.6 11.4 9.3 3.4 17.2 1.1
O2b1 7.2 24.1 20.8 26.8 19.5 12 1.1
O3* 1 0.7 0 0 0 0.3 1.5
O3c* 0.6 0.7 0.5 0 0 0.3 1.9
O3/-002611* 3.1 0.7 3.4 2.1 6.3 0.6 8.5
O3/-LINE1 del 0.5 1.5 5.1 5.2 4 6.2 11.7
O3/-021354* 2.1 3.6 6 6.2 5.7 9.8 5.6
O3e* 4.4 2.9 3.9 5.2 2.3 14.7 7.1
O3e1* 0 4.4 2.9 5.2 2.3 12.6 21.9
Q1 0 0.7 0 0 0 0.6 1.1
Not determined 0.5 0 1.9 0 1.2 3.8 2.2

Total of O2b 12.8 30.7 32.2 36.1 22.9 29.2 2.2
Total of O3 11.7 14.5 21.8 23.9 20.6 44.5 58.2

Reference Sasaki & DehiyaThis studyUchihi et al This studyUchihi et al Shin et al . Tsai et al .


